In vitro maturation of prehead-like bacteriophage T4 polyheads: structural changes accompanying proteolytic cleavage and lattice expansion.
We have studied cleavage and expansion of the major T4 phage capsid protein gp23 (56 kDa) using polyheads, an aberrant, polymorphic tubular variant of bacteriophage T4D, as a model system. In a first step, we have cleaved the 65-amino-acid-long amino-terminal "delta piece" by limited proteolysis with Staphylococcus aureus V8 protease (type XVII) at exactly the same position, i.e., between residues 65 and 66, at which the phage-coded T4Ppase cleaves, to yield mature gp23* (48.7 kDa) without significantly affecting a second potential cleavage site between amino acids 142 and 143. Negatively stained preparations of thus cleaved polyheads revealed a near-hexagonal lattice with a 11.2-nm lattice constant. One-sided correlation averages of these cleaved/unexpanded polyheads yielded capsomeres that were rounder than those of prehead-like (i.e., uncleaved) control polyheads, with distinct trimers of mass (specifically, trimers of delta pieces in the area where three protomers are shared among three different capsomeres) removed, as revealed by difference maps computed from the correlation averages. Quantitative expansion of the 11.2-nm near-hexagonal lattice into the 13-nm near-hexagonal lattice characteristic of mature phage heads could be induced by pelleting the cleaved/unexpanded polyheads and resuspending them in water. This expansion step was inhibited by the presence of 100 mM phosphate. Cleavage of prehead-like polyheads to the 41-kDa gp23+ either between residues 142 and 143 by V8 protease or between residues 143 and 144 by trypsin rendered the polyheads unable to expand. In contrast, cleaved/expanded gp23* polyheads became resistant to cleavage to gp23+. As revealed by difference maps, the 7.3-kDa mass was additionally missing at the corners where the delta-piece trimers contact the protomers.